Extra- and Fully-Supportive Conversion Assembly Instructions

Extra-Supportive (70-80% support to front) and Fully-Supportive (100% support to front):

1) Loosen set screws on bottom of blocks, and remove side bars from cart.
2) Remove the two bolts on the end of the extension bar. Ensure the bar is right side up – the blocks should have two screws on the top. Using a Phillips Head screwdriver (for dogs over 45 lbs, we recommend using two screwdrivers), attach the extension bar to the inside of the back bar.
3) Slide front wheel blades into the front blocks, and set initial height so the front is level with the back. Tighten the temporary set screw on the outside. **Note:** This is a temporary screw. Once the correct height is determined, mark the height on the wheel blades and remove the temporary height adjustment screw. Tighten the inside set screw in the block, to hold the wheel blades in place long-term.

4) Attach brace bar to the front wheel blades by matching the middle screw hole on the brace with the hole on the front wheel blades, and tighten the bolts. Start with the brace facing backwards (under your pet’s body). If it interferes with your pet’s walking, you can turn the brace around so it faces forward in front of your pet. You can also adjust which hole to use to attach the brace to the front wheel blades.
5) The belly band should be as far forward as possible, to ensure proper support. Stoppers are provided and should be placed on the extension bar, at the back of the belly band.

At this point, your cart is set up as the Extra-Supportive Cart. If your pet is too weak to handle this set up, please continue on for further instructions showing how to turn your cart into the Fully-Supportive Cart.
Fully-Supportive (100% support to front legs):

1) On the side of the block facing the rear of the cart, there are two holes at the top. Insert the cable in the top hole. Tighten the set screw on the top of the block.

2) Loop the cable around, forming a circle. Push the other end of the cable through the top front hole of the block. Push the cable through until each end of the foam is touching the block. Tighten the front set screw on the top of the block. **Note:** Do not over tighten the set screws holding the cable. They just need to be tightened until the screw stops turning.
3) Connect the leg rings in the center with the piece of Velcro you received.

Now your K9 Cart is set up as the Fully-Supportive Cart. If your pet is unable to hold their head up, we can easily add a headrest to this cart. Please email photos of your pet in their Fully-Supportive Cart, so we can evaluate their headrest needs appropriately.